
BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
  Cascade Rapid Response (CRR) designs products to assist first responders and improve patient safe-
ty in emergency medical situations. CRR’s premier product, the Emergency Lift Assist (ELA), is an 
assistive transport device for Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs) to use when moving obese 
patients. Due to the growing obesity epidemic in America, EMTs are finding it ever more challenging 
to safely lift and transport their patients, leading to injuries to both patients and EMTs. CRR’s mission 
is to address this growing problem by designing products that allow for rapid and safe patient trans-
port while mitigating injury risks to first responders.

VALUE PROPOSITION

Most EMT lifting devices on the market rely solely on the EMT’s individual strength, which exposes 
EMTs to significant injury. The ELA eliminates the risk of injury to first responders, thereby reducing 
the health care costs of EMS providers. It also eliminates the need for EMS providers to supply extra 
labor to deal with obese patient lifting and transport, further reducing costs. 
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PRODUCT

CRR has designed the Emergency Lift Assist 
(ELA), a hydraulically-powered set of frames that 
allows only three first responders to quickly and 
safely extract obese patients. Following standard 
procedure, the patient is rolled onto a tarp. The 
ELA’s innermost frame is then placed over them, 
the patient is strapped in, and the innermost 
frame is then lifted with the push of a button via 
hydraulics, sparing first responders from strenu-
ous lifting. The device’s frames can fold to navi-
gate tight corners, and the device can even tra-
verse stairs using treads. The inner frame can be 
placed horizontally atop a waiting stretcher, al-
lowing for the patient to be released onto it. The 
ELA can then fold to fit compactly in standard am-
bulance compartments. Per the needs of EMTs, 
the ELA is fast, effortless, adaptable, and portable.

COMPANY BACKGROUND

Last year, a group of students from local biomedical design team Bioactivity, asked local EMS provid-
ers where technological aid was lacking within the world of EMS. They discovered that EMS providers 
lacked adequate solutions to many problems, especially those involving obese patients. Cascade 
Rapid Response was formed to address these needs. Team members bring a wealth of experience 
from EMT certification to engineering expertise. 

 Team Members 
+Brittany Horton
+Samantha Bond
+ Lucy Epshteyn 
+Abby Boyles
+Ranger Turner
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BOARD OF ADVISORS

Dr Eli Vlaisavljevich, Scientific and Intellec-
tual Property Advisor
+Benchtop to bedside commercialization experi-
ence as head of preclinical research at HistoSonics 
startup
+Extensive work with FDA and European regulato-
ry agencies
+Broad background protecting intellectual prop-
erty
+Experience managing quality control teams

Andy Cohen, Bioactivity President
+Academic, applied, and research background in 
biomechanics and mechanical design
+Strong ties to biomedical industry players, 
on-campus BEAM and ME faculty
+2nd Place, Union Innovation Challenge, 2016

MANAGEMENT 

Brittany Horton, CEO, Full time intended
+ Experience in pre-concept device design and 
testing with Medtronic
+ Risk assessment internship with Boston Scientific
+ Winner, Union Innovation Challenge Elevator 
Pitch Competition, 2017

Ranger Turner, CTO, Full time intended
+  EMT certification
+  Biomechanics and industrial design background
 
Samantha Bond, COO, Part time intended
+ Understanding of engineering design process
+ Experience leading biomedical design team

MARKETS

According to BCC market research, the emergency medical services mar-
ket is expected to rise to $6.8 billion in 2018 with a 2.9% compound an-
nual growth rate, and EMS providers are increasingly having to respond 
to the obese patients that comprise a disproportionate share of EMS calls. 
EMS providers are already paying significant costs associated with these 
patients through two solutions: sending additional personnel and over-
stressing the personnel that respond. We conservatively estimate that EMS 
providers spend $10 million per year on the former and another $6 million 
on the medical costs of those injured by this excessive stress. Lift-assist de-
vices such as ELA do not require FDA or other regulatory approval.

SALES AND MARKETING
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PRIMARY RISKS

+ Device fails during use
Mitigation: Strong quality control and integrated safety features
+EMTs hesitant to adopt
Mitigation: Use trials to build connections with and testimonials from local 
groups
+Competition from large companies
Mitigation: Protect novel components through IP, potentially seek partner-
ship/acquisition
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Company Info: Contact Name: Brittany Horton           Phone: 860-338-1511 Email: hortonb@vt.edu

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY/SPECIAL KNOW-HOW
CRR has developed a hydraulic lifting system that can stay horizontal while the patient is transported down stairs. No 
product currently on the market utilizes this safe method of navigating stairs. Additionally, the method of attaching the 
tarp to the frame of the product is a novel concept that will allow for only a proprietary CRR tarp to be utilized in con-
junction with the ELA frame. CRR has conducted a freedom to operate analysis and found that ELA does not infringe on 
any current intellectual property. CRR is currently pursuing patent protection on the ELA’s novel stair navigation and tarp 
attachment mechanisms.

Focus Groups Trial Networking

DistributorTrade Shows

Guage interest, 
refine design and 
marketing tactics

Test with local 
partners, create 
advocates

Build word-of-
mouth, partnerships 
with orgs

Build national 
exposure

Expand sales through 
wholesale and online 
distributors

Item Cost Source

Prototype refinement $3k Bioactivity (pledged)

Focus Groups $8k Seed funding

Patent costs $12k Seed funding

Trade shows, cust. acq. $24k Seed funding

Q1 manufacturing $100k Preorder deposites

Total $147k      Q1         Q 2      Q3       Q4        Q5         Q6       Q7         Q8        Q9       Q10     Q11      Q 12
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Expand revenue 
through user 
purchases of tarps


